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For the L O R D your God is God of gods, and Lord of lords.
Deuteronomy 10:17
And he said unto them, Unto you it is given to know the mystery of the
kingdom of God: but unto them that are without, all these things are done in
parables: That seeing they may see, and not perceive; and hearing they may
hear, and not understand.
Mark 4:11-12

Newton’s General Scholium1
The General Scholium to the Principia has been characterized as “possibly the most famous of
all Newton’s writings.”2 If this is so, the General Scholium is the most well-known portion of
one of the most important works in the history of science. There can be no doubt that the
Scholium contains three of Newton’s most-cited lines. It is here that he proclaims that the “most
beautiful System of the Sun, Planets, and Comets, could only proceed from the counsel and
dominion of an intelligent and powerful being.” The General Scholium also offers the
pronouncement that discoursing of God “from the appearances of things, does certainly belong
to Natural Philosophy,” along with Newton’s often-misunderstood claim that on the cause of
gravity he would “frame no hypotheses” (hypotheses non fingo).3 Although well known, this
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theologically-charged appendix added to the second edition of the Principia has nevertheless not
been well understood by most of its readers, and both the full range and the exact character of
its theology have long proved elusive to those who have sought comprehension. Increasing
access to crucial and clarificatory manuscript evidence, along with new research into Newton’s
theological thought over the past two decades, has brought us closer to this goal.
This paper begins with a summary of the more transparent natural theological apologetics
of the General Scholium. Then follows an exposition of the distinctly biblical character of
Newton’s presentation of God therein. This leads into an exploration of some of the apparent
unitarian surface features of the writing. Next follows an examination of the relationship between
Newton’s private papers and the public expression of his faith in the General Scholium—an
examination that not only confirms a unitarian presentation of God, but establishes that Newton
has also written into this document advanced antitrinitarian teachings and hermeneutics. After
this, I provide further clarity by showing that important elements of Newton’s theological and
linguistic argumentation are identical to those found in a certain strand of contemporary heretical
unitarian theology. These analogies allow us to move beyond the broad generalization that the
General Scholium is compatible with a unitarian conception of God, to a much more precise
characterization of its actively heretical theology. I then explore areas of interaction between
Newton’s theology and his natural philosophy and argue (pace Richard Westfall) that it does
make sense to talk about the impact of the former on the latter. Finally, I discuss the wider
implications of the presence of heresy at the conclusion of the Principia for Newton’s private
agendas in both natural philosophy and religion.
Having commenced with the external layer, therefore, we move from the natural
theological through the biblical, unitarian and then the specialized antitrinitarian layers to the
core of Newton’s ambitious programme. As can be seen, the structure of this paper resembles
that of a Russian doll. But this is only because Newton himself crafted the General Scholium in
this manner: constructing layers of meaning ranging from the explicit to the increasingly veiled,
from the exoteric to the esoteric, and from the public to the private. Access to the deeper
meanings of the document in the early eighteenth-century depended either on the discernment
of readers or direct knowledge of Newton’s private thoughts. While we cannot hope to gain the
levels of understanding of meaning and intention enjoyed by astute contemporary readers and
the author’s theological interlocutors, valuable guides can be found today in Newton’s recentlyreleased manuscripts and an awareness of the period’s contested theological dynamics.
Loaded as it is with natural philosophical and theological apologetics, the General
Scholium offers those who study the interaction of science and religion an important and
particularly rich example from the early eighteenth century. It is perhaps in this document (and
certainly among his public writings) that we see most clearly the inter-relationship between the
natural philosophical and theological elements of Newton’s programme. The importance of the
General Scholium is also seen in its position within the Principia. Appearing as it does at the end
of the second (1713) and third (1726) editions of the work, the Scholium acts as a conclusion for
the book as a whole and a potent summary of Newton’s main agendas. And its range is
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breathtaking. In one short piece of not quite 1450 words,4 Newton rapidly moves through a litany
of subjects, including cometography, gravity, planetary motion, the design argument, the
plurality of worlds, space, tides, active powers and electricity. He also manages to discount
Cartesian vortices, place himself in the vacuist-plenist controversy, lay out an agenda for
experimental philosophy, insert a counter-blast against Gottfried Leibniz on the cause of gravity
and advocate a natural philosophical methodology based on induction. On this basis alone the
General Scholium would rank as one of the most powerful, densely-written and polemicallycharged documents in the history of science. But there is more: for, as already adumbrated,
among this impressive list Newton also embeds a series of profound theological
themes—including ideas that go well beyond then-standard treatments of the design argument.
Two recent studies have advanced considerably our understanding of this latter
dimension of the General Scholium. First, in a paper on Newton’s God of dominion, James Force
has pointed to the antitrinitarian nature of some of its language.5 Second, Larry Stewart has
presented a detailed account of how the Scholium was read and understood as a heterodox
document by the more perceptive among Newton’s friends and foes alike. Stewart also builds
a strong case to show that Newton was almost certainly using his General Scholium to support
publicly his ally Samuel Clarke, whose unorthodox Scripture-Doctrine of the Trinity had
appeared in 1712.6 By interpreting the more oblique language of the Scholium through Newton’s
less-allusive unpublished manuscripts and adding to this insight provided by hitherto unexploited
parallels from the theology of the Radical Reformation, I extend the findings of these groundbreaking studies by demonstrating that Newton not only must have intended the General
Scholium to present unorthodox theological, philosophical and linguistic argumentation, but that
in so doing was informed by one of the most heretical movements of the period. The additional
clarity provided by this evidence will hopefully shed further light on the purpose of the General
Scholium: Newton’s declaration of his commitments to a programme integrating his newly-
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recovered natural philosophy and a biblicist, antitrinitarian faith.7
The Principia and the argument from design
In his famous letters to Richard Bentley, who had sought Newton’s advice while preparing his
Boyle Lectures for publication, Newton told his younger Cambridge colleague that he had
composed the Principia with an aim to promote natural theology: “When I wrote my treatise
about our Systeme, I had an eye upon such principles as might work wth considering men, for
the beleife of a Deity & nothing can rejoyce me more then to find it usefull for that purpose.”8
Newton also told Bentley that he was “forced to ascribe” the design of the solar system “to ye
counsel & contrivance of a voluntary Agent” and, similarly, that “ye motions wch ye Planets
now have could not spring from any natural cause alone but were imprest by an intelligent
Agent.”9 Thus, with Newton’s help, Bentley put to use the physics of the Principia to serve the
ends of religion when his lectures were published in 1693.10 This was but the first example of
many such uses of this work. The next came in William Whiston’s 1696 New Theory of the
Earth—the first full-length popularization of Newtonianism—in which Newton’s disciple
demonstrated the great utility of the Principia for buttressing the design argument.11 Whiston
went on to extend the use of Newton’s physics for natural theological purposes in his 1717
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Astronomical Principles of Religion.12 Nevertheless, the first edition of the Principia displays
little outward evidence of religious content. Indeed, the 1687 edition contains only a solitary
reference to God (as creator) and a single mention of the Scriptures.13 This may at first seem
surprising, as many seventeenth-century works that treated natural philosophy, including
Descartes’ Principia philosophiae (1644), abounded with direct references to God and theology.
Two things need to be said here. First, as Andrew Cunningham has recently argued, explicit
references to theological agendas in such works were not deemed a necessary imperative in an
age when everyone understood that natural philosophy was at its fundamental level about God
and His Works; the only time the tacit theological agenda needed to be stated openly was when
the discipline appeared under threat of appropriation by irreligious interests.14 Second, it is also
apparent that Newton—characteristically—acted with caution and forbearance. His above-cited
acknowledgement to Bentley demonstrates this, as does a reply he made a short while later to
a probing question of Whiston. The latter tells us that when he asked Newton why in the first
edition of the Principia he did not draw out arguments “for the advantage of Natural Religion,
and the Interposition of the Divine Power and Providence in the Constitution of the World,” the
latter told him that “[h]e saw those Consequences; but thought it better to let his Readers draw
them first of themselves.”15
It was only after the Principia began to be used for materialist interests (by John Toland),
and then attacked by Leibniz for not only introducing occult qualities in its explanation of the
cause of gravity, but also presenting a low view of God as Creator, that its author was moved to
make what was implicit explicit.16 If his comment to Whiston was sincere, Newton may have
come to realize that an over-subtle strategy on natural theology was fraught with danger and that
readers of his great work needed counsel, guidance and even positive sermonizing to stay on the
12
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right path.17 Moreover, in the changing world of the early eighteenth century, it was less possible
to take the goals of natural philosophy for granted. For, in addition to the recent attacks on his
natural philosophy, Newton and his closest followers had become increasingly exercised over
the perceived rise in deism and unbelief.18 Already in the 1706 Latin edition of his Opticks,
Newton had inserted four discussions of natural theology drawn out of his natural philosophy.19
And so it was that when he appended the General Scholium to the new edition of the Principia
in 1713, Newton spoke forcibly therein that the solar system could only have proceeded “from
the counsel and dominion of an intelligent and powerful being” and that the universe of stars
“must be all subject to the dominion of One.”20 Additionally, at the beginning of the treatise,
Newton’s editor Roger Cotes expanded on the language and natural theological themes of the
Scholium in his Preface. Cotes wrote that the Principia had opened up the secrets of the world,
and thus “we may now more nearly behold the beauties of Nature, and entertain our selves with
the delightful contemplation; and, which is the best and most valuable fruit of philosophy, be
thence incited the more profoundly to reverence and adore the great Maker and Lord of all.”21
To this, Cotes adds the declaration: “He must be blind who from the most wise and excellent
contrivances of things cannot see the infinite Wisdom and Goodness of their Almighty Creator,
and he must be mad and senseless, who refuses to acknowledge them.”22 And thus, Cotes
concludes, “Newton’s distinguished work will be the safest protection against the attacks of
atheists, and nowhere more surely than from this quiver can one draw forth missiles against the
band of godless men.”23 Therefore, whatever emendations Newton had made to the physics and
mathematics, the second edition, framed as it was between the signposts of the Preface and
General Scholium, was a much more overtly apologetic and carefully theologically-positioned
treatise.24 With its explicit expressions of the argument from design, the Preface and General
Scholium served to articulate in unequivocal terms the natural theological aims Newton claimed
for the Principia.
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The God of the General Scholium
Immediately after his introduction of the design argument, Newton moves seemingly quite
naturally to a discussion of God and His attributes:
This Being governs all things, not as the soul of the world, but as Lord over all:
And on account of his dominion he is wont to be called Lord God ðáíôïêñÜôùñ,
or Universal Ruler. For God is a relative word, and has a respect to servants; and
Deity is the dominion of God not over his own body, as those imagine who fancy
God to be the soul of the world, but over servants. The supreme God is a Being
eternal, infinite, absolutely perfect; but a being, however perfect, without
dominion, cannot be said to be Lord God; for we say, my God, your God, the
God of Israel, the God of Gods, and Lord of Lords; but we do not say, my
Eternal, your Eternal, the Eternal of Israel, the Eternal of Gods; we do not say,
my Infinite, or my Perfect: These are titles which have no respect to servants. The
word God usually signifies Lord; but every lord is not a God. It is the dominion
of a spiritual being which constitutes a God; a true, supreme or imaginary
dominion makes a true, supreme or imaginary God. And from his true dominion
it follows, that the true God is a Living, Intelligent, and Powerful Being; and
from his other perfections, that he is Supreme, or most Perfect.25
It is at this juncture that the General Scholium departs decisively from other contemporary
presentations of natural theology. In formulating the above material and that which follows,
Newton has three main objectives. First, he is careful to show that his conception of God is far
removed from that of the Deists. Second, and partly to serve the end of the first objective, he
couches his language of the Deity in terms unambiguously biblical. Third, he introduces
antitrinitarian hermeneutics to underpin a characterization of the Father alone as the One True
God.
The God of the General Scholium has a continuing and active relationship with His
Creation. Leibniz had criticized Newton’s physics for their supposed imperfections, which
required God to intervene occasionally to set Nature back on course.26 Rather than backing away
from this putative theoretical infelicity, Newton takes the high ground and affirms a God of
dominion: “This Being governs all things, not as the soul of the world [anima mundi], but as
Lord over all [universorum dominus]: And on account of his dominion he is wont to be called
Lord God ðáíôïêñÜôùñ [dominus deus pantokratôr], or Universal Ruler [Imperator
universalis].”27 Neither is the word “God” a bare abstract concept. Rather, it obtains its meaning
and significance from its relations: “For God is a relative word, and has a respect to servants; and
Deity is the dominion of God, not over his own body, as those imagine who fancy God to be the
soul of the world, but over servants.”28 “The supreme God,” Newton professes, “is a Being
eternal, infinite, absolutely perfect; but,” Newton adds, “a being, however perfect, without
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dominion, cannot be said to be Lord God.”29 A God, Newton declares, “without dominion,
providence, and final causes, is nothing else but Fate and Nature.”30 Moreover, the Scholium
places stress on the counsel and will of God.31 This voluntarist conception of God as an active,
willful God of dominion establishes Newton’s position as opposing Deism.32 His is neither the
abstract Deity of the ancient philosophers nor the remote, impersonal God of contemporary
Deists,33 and this Newton is intent on making absolutely clear to his readers.
One of the most striking features of the God of the Scholium is His thoroughly Hebraic
and biblical character. Newton left no doubt that his God was none other than “the God of
Israel.” Every last example of divine names, titles and attributes given in the Scholium are direct
quotations from, or unambiguous allusions to, Scripture. Some of the expressions, such as “Lord
God,” “the God of Israel,” “my God” and “your God,” occur in the Scriptures far too commonly
to list in detail. Other examples are worthy of special consideration. The title “Lord God
ðáíôïêñÜôùñ” occurs six times in the New Testament and all within the Book of Revelation—
a book with which the prophetically-minded Newton held a particular fascination.34 The term
ðáíôïêñÜôùñ is found four additional times on its own in the Greek New Testament for a total
of ten occurrences—all but one of which appear in the Apocalypse.35 Newton has lifted one of
the more distinctive titles, “God of Gods, and Lord of Lords,”36 straight from Deuteronomy
10:17. As for the title “Lord of lords” (when applied to the Father), it appears in Psalm 136:3 and
1 Timothy 6:15. The Scholium’s “Maker and Lord of all things” finds a verbal parallel in
Proverbs 22:2: “The rich and poor meet together: the LORD is the maker of them all.” Of course,
the Bible also commonly characterizes God as Maker and Creator. The title “Lord over all” used
in the Scholium comes directly from Romans 10:12 and the nearly identical variant “Lord of all”
(also a component of the expression “the Maker and Lord of all things” cited above) appears in
Joshua 3:11,13 and Zechariah 6:5, and has close parallels in Micah 4:13 and Zechariah 4:14. The
similar title “Lord over us” appears in Psalm 12:4. Finally, all of the many attributes of God that
Newton lists—such as “eternal,” “infinite,” “perfect,” “omnipotent,” “omniscient,”
“omnipresent”—are well-attested in the Bible. Some of these appear in exactly the same form
as in the Scholium, while others, such as the phrase “everlasting to everlasting” occur in near
29

Motte, Principles, 2:389; Motte-Cajori, Principles, 2:544; Cohen-W hitman, Principia, p. 940-1. Thus
Newton is not completely satisfied with Descartes’ philosophical conception of God as an infinite and absolutely
perfect being; these predicates are only acceptable and meaningful when conjoined with the necessary correlative
of real and active dominion. On Descartes’s idea of God, see Jean-Marie Beyssade, “The Idea of God and the Proofs
of His Existence,” in The Cambridge Companion to Descartes, ed. John Cottingham (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ.
Press, 1992), pp. 174-99.
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Motte, Principles, 2:391; Motte-Cajori, Principles, 2:546; Cohen-W hitman, Principia, p. 942.
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Motte, Principles, 2:388, 391; Motte-Cajori, Principles, 2:544, 546; Cohen-W hitman, Principia, p. 940,
942.
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Frank Manuel was among the first to point to Newton’s powerful sense of the Deity as a God of dominion.
An early example of this can be found in his brilliant corrective to the claim W estfall made in the 1950s that Newton
did not use ‘dominion’ with respect to God to “mean direct and immediate governance.” As Manuel rightly states,
“Newton consistently maintained the contrary position in all his historical and prophetic works” (Manuel, Isaac
Newton, Historian [Harvard: Belknap, 1963], p. 295 n. 73). The most comprehensive study of this feature of
Newton’s theology can be found in Force’s essay “Newton’s God of Dominion” (cit. n. 5).
33
A specific, contemporary target of this presentation can also be found in Leibniz. The conclusion of
Newton’s “An Account of the Book Entituled Commercium Epistolicum” makes plain Newton’s disdain for what
he perceived to be Leibniz’s remote, non-intervening God (Intelligentia Supramundana) (for the text of “An
Account,” see Cohen and W estfall, Newton (cit. n. 3), pp. 161-4).
34
The six examples of this title are in Revelation 4:8, 11:17, 15:3, 16:7, 19:6 and 21:22.
35
The four occurrences are in 2 Corinthians 6:18, Revelation 1:8, 16:14 and 19:15.
36
This phrase was inserted into the 1726 edition.
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parallels (Psalms 41:13, 90:2, 93:2).37 It is noteworthy, although perhaps not overly surprising,
that many of these expressions and nomina sacra appear in prophetic portions of the Bible,
where Newton not only devoted much of his scriptural study, but in which the Deity is portrayed
particularly strongly as a God of absolute dominion.38
But Newton is even more specific. The presentation of God in the Scholium is strictly
unitarian and monotheistic in the Hebraic sense.39 Newton’s agenda is apparent from the second
time he refers to God, where he uses the term “One” (Unus). While Trinitarians then and now
also affirm the fundamental monotheistic dictum that God is One, Newton deploys this term to
the exclusion of any language denoting tri-unity. But the use of this seemingly innocuous word
is a hint that might not appear to have signified anything, if it were not for the fact that Newton
adds a technical argument about the meaning of the term “God.” Newton’s argument that “God”
is a relative term is not solely an argument about God’s relationship to His Creation. At its core,
this argument is antitrinitarian in intent. The standard Trinitarian position is that the term “God”
is absolute and refers straightforwardly to nature and essence. Newton, on the other hand, argues
that the word is relative, obtaining its meaning from power and dominion. To support this
contention, in the third edition of the Principia Newton added a note to the General Scholium
that supplies a hermeneutical apparatus to show how beings other than the “One” can be called
“God” without making them “very God” (see Figure 1).40 He does this by drawing attention to
loci biblici where ordinary human beings are called “God” in an official sense. As Newton
argued, only “true” and “supreme” (i.e. absolute) power and dominion made a true and supreme
God, and, as the note on the term “God” further implies, relative power and dominion (such as
that granted to lesser authorities like angels and kings who represented the true God) made
honorary or delegated “Gods.”Although not directly stated—the intended force of Newton’s
argument is that the term “God” can be applied to Christ without making the latter “very God
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Motte and most other translators of the General Scholium have rendered the Latin “ab æterno in æternum”
as “from eternity to eternity,” but since this phrase uses the adjective aeternus (eternal) rather than its cognate
abstract noun aeternitas (eternity), it is probably best given as “from everlasting to everlasting” in English. Not only
was this how the expression was first translated into English in 1713 (on this translation, see below), but this
rendition provides a stronger link with the wording of the Psalms in the King James Version which Newton used
and to which he is evidently alluding. That Newton is translating into Latin from the English afresh, rather than
simply lifting the wording from the Vulgate, is made apparent by the consistent use of saeculum (age) for the
Hebrew ‘ôlâm ( ~lw[ ) in the Latin version’s renditions of Psalms 41:13, 90:2 and 93:2.
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Newton adds to the numerous biblical allusions in the Scholium no less than twelve direct scriptural
references in the accompanying notes that were in place by the third edition, thus further setting himself apart
publicly from the deists and establishing his commitment to Christian revelation.
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Cf. Popkin, “Newton’s Biblical Theology” (cit. n. 7), p. 93.
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The note (b in the 1726 edition) reads as follows: “Dr. Pocock derives the Latin word Deus from the Arabic
du, (in the oblique case di,) which signifies Lord. And in this sense Princes are called Gods, Psal. lxxxii. ver. 6. and
John x. ver. 35. And Moses is called a God to his brother Aaron, and a God to Pharaoh (Exod. iv. ver. 16. and vii.
ver. 8. And in the same sense the souls of dead Princes were formerly, by the Heathens, called gods, but falsly,
because of their want of dominion” (Motte, Principles, 2:389 note a (I have corrected the misprint of Exodus 7.8
in the 1729 edition to the correct reading of Exodus 7.1); Motte-Cajori, Principles, 2:544 note *; Cohen-W hitman,
Principia, p. 941 note g). By relating the term “God” to the word “Lord” in both his main text (cited above) and this
added note, Newton strengthens his case for the relative quality of the term “God,” since even Trinitarians would
accept that the word “Lord” (used of both the One True God and humans) much more straightforwardly refers to
function, as opposed to essence. The addition of this note was a daring move on the part of Newton, then in his
eighty-fourth year, and it went a long way to clarifying further the meaning of the main text of the General Scholium.
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of very God.”41 Indeed, without this unstated conclusion Newton’s entire exercise of contending
for the relative meaning of “God” would be redundant.
In arguing that “God” is a term defined by relations, Newton specifically rejects absolute
definitions of God such as “eternal,” “infinite” and “perfect.”42 He certainly accepts these terms
as attributes of God and says so in the Scholium. But he is also quite clear that they are
inadequate as synonyms for “God” because they do not express relations. Moreover, these words
are problematic as fixed definitions for the term “God” in a second sense since, in the strictest
sense, there can be no degrees of eternity, infinity and perfection, and hence their meanings
cannot apply to beings other than the One True God—who nevertheless are sometimes called
“God” in an honorary sense. For Newton this includes the person of Jesus Christ, who, although
nowhere explicitly mentioned in the General Scholium, appears as an ellipsis.43 Perhaps the most
overt attack on the Trinity comes when Newton takes a Lockean turn, and states that while we
can have ideas of God’s attributes, we do not have “any idea of the substance of God.”44 Instead,
we know God “only by his most wise and excellent contrivances of things.”45 Newton wants to
banish all metaphysical discussions about God’s nature. As we will see, his expressed
agnosticism about the nature and substance of the Godhead also fits the antitrinitarian profile.
Decoding the public General Scholium with Newton’s private writings
It hardly needs saying that one reason why Newton does not express his heresy explicitly in the
General Scholium is because he was writing a public document in an age in which denial of the
Trinity was prohibited by law.46 I will demonstrate equally important (albeit less immediately
practical) reasons for lack of directness below, but the rich overlay of biblical language may have
been meant to operate at one level as a cover for his unorthodox subtext in case of exposure. The
clever arrangement and juxtaposition of scriptural texts was, after all, a ploy with a long history
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It must be stressed that Newton’s point does not relate to mere usage. Trinitarian exegetes allowed that the
term “God” is occasionally used in the Old and New Testaments of human judges and kings. Instead, Newton’s tacit
contention is that Trinitarians had not recognized the implications of this usage for how the term should be handled
generally and, more specifically, how it should be used of Christ.
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Motte, Principles, 2:389; Motte-Cajori, Principles, 2:544; Cohen-W hitman, Principia, pp. 940-1.
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I suggest that one reason why Christ is not mentioned by name in the General Scholium is because it would
have been extremely difficult for Newton to do so without making his antitrinitarianism obvious. Christ’s apparent
absence from this document has nothing to do with any incipient Deism or supposed demotion of the Saviour in
Newton’s personal Christology. First, Newton was emphatically not a Deist. Second, Christ appears directly in many
of the parallels to the Scholium in Newton’s unpublished manuscripts (see below for examples). Furthermore, even
in the published General Scholium, two of the biblical references given, John 10:35 (note on God) and John 14:2
(note on the theology of space), actually record the words of Christ. Both these verses appeared in the 1726 edition
for the first time; John 10:35 when the note on God was added, and John 14:2 when Newton expanded the note on
space (both the 1713 and 1726 versions of the note on space are given in Cohen-W hitman, Principia, pp. 942-3 note
j).
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I am referring here both to John Locke’s belief in the human inability to arrive at ideas of real substances
(including those of spiritual beings), and his distinction between primary and secondary qualities, the latter of which
bears strong similarities to Newton’s distinction between the absolute and relative. For both Locke and Newton,
secondary or relative qualities are those obtained through sensation, experience or experiment. Locke’s division
between primary and secondary qualities is a division between reality and appearance; the former (e.g. size, shape,
hardness) are real qualities residing in the object, while the latter (e.g. colour, sound, taste) are derived from
experience and are variable (see Locke, An Essay Concerning Human Understanding, ed. Peter H. Nidditch [Oxford:
Clarendon, 1975], 1.4.18, 2.8.8-26, 2.13.18-19, 2.23.2, 4.3.11-18).
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Motte, Principles, 2:391; Motte-Cajori, Principles, 2:546; Cohen-W hitman, Principia, p. 942.
46
I deal with Newton’s attempts to confine his heresy to the private sphere in Snobelen, “Isaac Newton,
Heretic: The Strategies of a Nicodemite,” British Journal for the History of Science, 1999, 32:381-419.
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among dissenters and heretics. In any event, Newton also sincerely believed that his doctrines
were biblical. Despite Newton’s efforts at obscuring his intent, however, it is possible to confirm
the above-outlined reading of the Scholium’s theology by interpreting it through the lens of more
candid and explicit parallels in a series of documents—dating from before and during the period
of the Scholium’s composition—in which Newton discusses in a much less guarded manner
themes found in this writing.47
First, in many places in his private papers Newton uses and delimits the meaning of
language that appears in the General Scholium. In the case of the title “God of Gods, and Lord
of Lords,” we have clear evidence that Newton was perfectly conscious of its source, as he
quotes and gives the reference for this title in his manuscripts, along with listing in addition all
four of the other biblical occurrences of the shorter title “God of gods.”48 In a manuscript dating
from the same period the Scholium was drafted Newton defines the phrase “God of Gods” as
referring univocally to “God the father . . . the ancient of days”—thus explicitly denying all but
the most subordinationist of Trinitarian readings of this biblical expression.49 Citing 1
Corinthians 8:5-6, Newton is quite clear that the “God of Gods,” the One God, is the Father
alone, and for this reason it was wrong to “connumerate him with other Gods.”50 Similarly, when
Newton uses the Greek term ðáíôïêñÜôùñ in the Scholium, we know from his manuscripts that
he is referring only to the Father, and not to Christ or the Holy Spirit. This is explicitly
antitrinitarian, as Trinitarians of his age contended that this title was also used of Christ. Newton
believed that the One True God
is Ò ðáô¬ñ Ò ðáíôïêñÜôùñ the father almighty in dominion, the first author of all
things who bears a fatherly affection towards all his ofspring, [sic] & reigns over
them with an universal invincible irresistible dominion, & the Son is heir of all
things & owes his father the duty of a son. The father is the ancient of days &
hath life in himself originally essentially & independently from all eternity, &
hath given the son to have life in himself John 5. 26. The father hath knowledge
& prescience in himself & communicates knowledge & prescience to the son,
Apoc. 1. 1. & 5. 3, 5, 7, 9 & Mark 13. 32.51
For Newton, there could be no doubt that the “one God the God of the Patriarchs” was none
other than
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A series of five drafts (A-E) of the General Scholium can be found in Cambridge University Library MS.
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Hall, Unpublished Scientific Papers of Isaac Newton (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1962), pp. 348-64.
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the father who hath life in himself & hath given the Son to have life in himself,
the author of life to all intelligent beings, the Almighty +or universal dominion
monarch, ðáíôïêñÜôùñ, +that is, the supreme & universal governour of the
Universe, the maker of heaven & earth & +of, all things therein visible &
invisible.52
There is no co-equality here; the General Scholium’s “Being [who] governs all things” is the
Person of the Father alone.
There are other such clarifications. For example, Newton’s manuscripts demonstrate that
he believed the Father and Son were united in power and dominion, but not in nature or essence.
In one passage, he writes that his great foes in the Trinitarian homoousian party “made the father
& son one God by a metaphysical unity of substance,” when the Father and Son were actually
“one God by a Monarchical unity, an unity of Dominion.”53 Newton’s specifically antitrinitarian
motivation behind talk of God’s substance provides a revealing backdrop to his expressed denial
in the Scholium that we can have “any idea of the substance of God.” He goes on to argue that
“the word God relates not to the metaphysical nature of God but to his dominion . . . It is a
relative word & has relation to us as the servants of God.” As a king and his regnant son are
considered one king, so God and His Son can be called one God because of their monarchical
unity, but not “upon account of their being consubstantial.” Newton then adds, with evident
acerbity, that the “heathens made all their Gods of one substance & sometimes called them one
God & yet were polytheists.” “Nothing,” Newton concludes, “can make two persons one God
but unity of dominion.”54 In his “Of the Church,” which dates from the same period as the
Scholium, Newton writes: “If it be said, I & the +my, father are one” [John 10:30], the
homoousians “take it in a metaphysical sense for one in substance, tho Christ interprets it of a
moral unity or unanimity” [John 17:21-2].55 Shortly thereafter, he spelled out a revealing analogy
to the misuse of the term “God:” “If a spiritual Being be called an Angel, they understand the
word in an absolute & metaphysical sense for a Being of a certain species whereas the word is
relative & moral, denoting a servant whom his Lord sends upon messages.”56 Newton had
attacked such corrupt hermeneutics in an earlier manuscript: “The grand occasion of errors in
the faith has been the turning of the scriptures from a moral to a +& monarchical to a physical
&, metaphysical +& physical, sense & this has been done chiefly by men bred up in the
+metaphysical, theology of the heathens Philosophers . . . +the Cabbalists & +ye, Schoolmen,.”57
Newton’s argument thus serves as a gloss on the corrupt Trinitarian hermeneutics of both the
fourth century and his own day, an abiding fixation in his private studies.58 It was their mistake
in taking the name “God” as a consistently absolute term denoting essence and then allowing the
communication of this false and metaphysical meaning to Christ, which in turn led to the
introduction of the idolatrous notion that Christ was “very God.”
Elsewhere in his treatise “Of the Church,” Newton states that “God is a relative word &
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signifies much the same thing with Lord, but in a higher sense. For +a, God & his servants are
related to one another much after the same manner . . . as a Lord & his servants.” Newton then
explains that it is “[i]n this sense [that] Angels who have dominion over man are called Gods in
scripture.”59 Here Newton is thinking of such examples as the Name-bearing angel of the
theophany at the burning bush in Exodus 3, but it is evident that this same reasoning can be used
to explain the occasional use in the Scriptures of the term God for Christ. In his “Irenicum,”
Newton states that “[w]e may give the name of Gods to other Beings as is frequently done in
scripture,” and goes on to write out the texts and references of biblical examples where both men
and angels took on the names of God, including not only Exodus 3:2,6, but also Exodus 4:16,
Exodus 7:1, Psalm 82:6 and John 10:34-5—the latter four references appearing, as we have seen,
in the published General Scholium. In this manuscript Newton brings out unambiguously what
is only hinted at in the Scholium: “Angels & Princes who have power & dominion over us we
may call Gods but we are to have no other gods in our worship but him who in the fourth
commandment is called said to have made the heaven & earth; which is the character of God the
father.”60 Men and angels can certainly be referred to as “Gods,” but direct worship is expressly
forbidden of all but the Father, Who alone is truly God.61
More extended parallels exist as well. At several points in his papers on theology and
Church history Newton writes out in nucleus material that was finally published in the General
Scholium. One of the more extensive examples is found in his “Of the Church”:
If God be called Ò ðáíôïêñÜôùñ the omnipotent, they [i.e. the homoousians] take
it in a metaphysical sense for Gods power creating all things out of nothing:
whereas it is meant principally of his universal irresistible monarchial power +to
teach us obedience.,. ffor his power of creating is mentioned in the Creed
distinctly. // If the Father or Son be called God: they take the name in a
metaphysical sence, [sic] as if it signified Gods metaphysical perfections of
infinite eternal omniscient omnipotent: whereas it relates only to Gods dominion
+over us, to teach us obedience. The word God is relative & signifies the same
thing with Lord & King but in a higher degree. As we say my Lord our Lord your
Lord, the supreme Lord, the Lord of the earth, the King of Kings & Lord of
Lords, the servants of the Lord, ? serving other Lords; so we say my God our God,
your God, the supreme God, the God of the earth the God of Gods, the servants
of God, serving other Gods: but we do not say, my infinite, our infinite your
infinite, the supreme infinite, the infinite of the earth, the infinite or infinites, the
servants of the infinite, serving other infinites. When the Apostle told the
Gentiles that the Gods whom they worshipped were not Gods, he did not mean
that they were not infinites, (for the Gentiles did not take them to be such:) but
he meant that they had no power & dominion over man. They were false Gods;
not fals infinites but vanities falsly supposed to have power & dominion over
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man.62
Here material that made its way into the General Scholium is set in the broader context of a more
transparent and elaborate passage that reveals both its unitarian nature and its polemical, antiAthanasian edge. Newton specifically rejects metaphysical interpretations of God’s relationship
to His Son and goes on, as in the Scholium, to explain the relative nature of the term “God.”
Moreover, he also extends his analysis to demonstrate why the gods of the pagans are false:
unlike the true God and His Son, they enjoy neither inherent nor delegated dominion. The same
point is made in the added note to the third edition, when Newton comments that while the
heathen called “the souls of dead Princes” gods, this was false, “because of their want of
dominion.”63 Here there is more heresy than antitrinitarianism. In speaking of dead men’s souls
as false and imaginary gods, this final line of the added note summarizes two other unorthodox
theological preoccupations of Newton’s manuscripts, since Newton was both a mortalist (and
thus denied that men’s souls live between death and resurrection) and a rejecter of the literal
existence of demons (evil spirits). For Newton neither disembodied souls nor demons had any
real existence. It was for these reasons that the heathen idolaters called the souls of dead princes
gods in vain: only a real God could have real dominion.64
The conclusion is inescapable: Newton was lifting theological ideas from his private
studies and embedding them in the General Scholium to his Principia, thereby cracking open a
window to the world on his heresy.65 As Frank Manuel has observed, the reiteration of these
ideas “in so many other contexts in the manuscripts elevates the final affirmations of the General
Scholium above the level of a pièce de circonstance merely incident to his tragi-comic battle
with Leibniz.”66 Instead, these ideas were already an integral and central part of Newton’s
theology before he published the second edition of his Principia. However contemporaries read
the document (and most saw nothing amiss), its ideas are clearly rooted in heresy. Interpreted
through his more explicit private manuscripts, the intended meanings behind Newton’s oblique
discussions of substance and dominion in the Scholium are revealed. A Trinitarian could not
have written the General Scholium.
Exegetical aids from Newton’s friends and foes
Not only do Newton’s manuscripts confirm that his General Scholium contained antitrinitarian
reasoning, but additional corroborative evidence is provided by Newton’s contemporary
followers on the one hand, and his enemies on the other. Our first witness is Newton’s
theological disciple Samuel Clarke. Like Newton, Clarke believed that God “is a Term
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expressing Dominion,”67 writing that it is “Dominion and Authority; which alone is that which
makes God to be God, (in the moral or religious Sense of the Word,) Ò ðáíôïêñÜôùñ, Supreme
over all . . . ’Tis Dominion only, that makes God to be God to us; and therefore the Scripture so
frequently uses the Word ðáíôïêñÜôùñ, Supreme over all, as equivalent to the Title, God.”68 In
his 1712 Scripture-Doctrine, he expresses explicitly a conclusion that is only implied in the
General Scholium:
The reason why the Son in the New Testament is sometimes stiled God, is not so
much upon Account of his metaphysical Substance, how Divine soever; as of his
relative Attributes and divine Authority over us.69
Clarke also employed the same linguistic argumentation as Newton to show that God was a
relative term. In responding to Francis Gastrell, who correctly perceived that Clarke’s theology
rendered the term God “a Word of Office only, as Master and King is,” and that it “signifies
something distinct from the Divine Nature,” Clarke wrote:
That the Word God in Scripture, is indeed always a relative Word of Office,
signifying personal Dominion, Dignity, or Government; is evident from hence;
that in like manner as we say, My Master, My Father, My King, and the like; so
the Scripture teaches us to say also, MY God, The God of Israel, and the like:
Whereas on the other Side we cannot say, My Divine Nature, the Divine Nature
of Israel, or the like.70
Agreeing with Newton that only the Father was properly God, Clarke argued in print for this
position, writing that “[t]he Father (or First Person) is, absolutely speaking, the God of the
Universe; the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob; the God of Israel; of Moses, of the Prophets
and Apostles; and the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ,” and that “[t]he Scripture, when
it mentions the One God, or the Only God, always means the Supreme Person of the Father.”71
Marshalling evidence from Scripture and the early Fathers, Clarke also asserts that the
ðáíôïêñÜôùñ is the Father alone.72 Furthermore, he comes to the same conclusion as Newton on
the unity of the Father and Son, arguing that their’s is not a unity of substance, but one of
monarchy: the Son acts as vicegerent for the Father.73
We now come to Whiston, whose views on the Godhead were, like Clarke’s, almost
indistinguishable from those of Newton, only much more vocally expressed. As with Clarke, too
many examples of parallels exist to list conveniently here. Four examples from a publication that
appeared shortly before the second edition of the Principia will serve as illustrations. First,
Whiston presented a similar argument to Newton on the communicability of the divine names
and titles, writing in 1711 that
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the Name Jehovah no way relates to the Substance of God; and is one of the most
communicable, as to the Son, of all the rest; and while its Communication to him
no more implies any such Equality or Sameness, than the Communication of
other of God’s Names to Angels, to Moses, to Magistrates, or the like, implies,
that all those Beings are in some sort equal to, and consubstantial with him also.
And the Reader is to suppose the same Observation, as to other of the Names of
God also.74
For Whiston, like Newton, the title “God of Gods” refers specifically and uniquely to the
Father.75 Whiston also expressed himself similarly to his mentor on the biblical term
ðáíôïêñÜôùñ.76 Finally, Whiston’s own analysis of the distinction between true Gods and false
gods bears a remarkable resemblance to that of the General Scholium.77 Published examples like
these from Clarke and Whiston—known heretics and disciples of Newton—would have gone
long way to acting as exegetical aids to the reading of the General Scholium. But the next
example may have offered the most transparent clue.
From the very moment it was published, Whiston recognized the antitrinitarian nature
of the General Scholium and that it expressed theological notions dear to his own heart. So quick
was Whiston to see the apologetic value of the document, that he produced a translation of the
theological portion of the General Scholium within days of its release, publishing it shortly
thereafter as an appendix to a work that attacked the Athanasian doctrine of the Trinity. If the
location of the translation within an antitrinitarian work was not enough to reveal Whiston’s
understanding of the General Scholium, his own prefatory remarks offer more than a hint of this.
Newton, Whiston wrote, was giving the world in the Scholium “his most serious and inmost
Thoughts” regarding “God himself, and his Unity, Supremacy, Dominion, and other Attributes,”
along with “the proper Scripture Acceptation of the Word God, when apply’d to any other than
the Supreme Being himself.”78 Coming from Whiston, who was at the time being prosecuted for
denying the Trinity, these words could only have had one meaning. The appendix is dated 6 July
1713: Whiston thus had produced the translation within as little as four or five days of receiving
the second edition of the Principia from Cotes.79 Whiston went on to republish this translation
in the two editions of his Astronomical Principles of Religion.80 This was not all. When Henry
Pemberton failed to epitomize the General Scholium in his View of Newton’s Philosophy (1728),
Whiston compensated for the loss by publishing a sixteen-page addendum containing a revised
translation of the General Scholium, along with theological material from Newton’s Opticks and
the recently-published Chronology. This quarto booklet was meant to be bound with copies of
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Pemberton’s emasculated work and was advertised as such.81 An octavo format edition was
published the following year.82
Some of the more perceptive enemies of heresy were no less astute in recognizing the
difference between the God of essence and the God of dominion. William Stephens, in a sermon
on the eternal generation of the Son, spoke of those, who, while “they do not Deny that the
Father and Son are one God, yet have plac’d this Unity of the Godhead, not, (as it ought to have
been) in an Unity of Substance; but, in an Unity of Monarchy and Government; and make the
Trinity of Persons to be no otherwise one God, than as they are joint Possessors of the one
Authority and Dominion of the Universe.”83 Stephens affirms that the fourth-century orthodox
defenders of the Nicene faith laboured to show “that the Word God is not a Name of Office and
Authority, but of Being and Substance; that is does not denote Ruler, Governour, and the like;
but a Nature and Essence, Infinite, Eternal, and Divine, in that Person of whom it is
prædicated.”84 Similarly, Newton’s above-cited “moral” interpretation of John 10:30, can be
contrasted with that of an anonymous Trinitarian author who, in 1714, wrote that this same
passage teaches that God and Christ are “One in Nature, Essence and Power.”85 Another
contemporary observer not only specifically identified the language of the General Scholium as
antitrinitarian, but recognized that it parallelled the arguments of Clarke’s Scripture-Doctrine.
Manuscript notes written on one of the concluding flyleafs of a copy the second edition of the
Principia conclude that the Scholium
seems design’d to give Countenance to Dr. Clarke’s Scheme. That Gentleman
makes the Word God to be only a Relative Term. He tells us, it is never intended
to signify the Divine Nature, or the abstract metaphysical Attributes of God, but
only his Attributes relative to Us, as his Dominion, Authority &c. It is one of his
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chief Positions, That the Son is stiled God, not upon the Account of his Substance
or Essence, how divine soever; but because of his Authority over us.86
It is instructive that the author of these observations had no trouble perceiving the implications
of Newton and Clarke’s analysis for the Deity of Christ. Thus, some of Newton’s more
theologically-astute contemporaries saw through the obscure language of the Scholium to
identify its intent, providing yet one more way of verifying the antitrinitarian nature of the
Scholium.87 Some—including both Newton’s supporters and enemies—did indeed recognize the
covert assault on the Trinity in the General Scholium.88 In the next section, I will focus on one
particularly illuminating example.
Socinianism in the Scholium
Thus far I have shown that Newton’s private manuscripts contain unambiguous antitrinitarian
theology and that the same ideas (albeit in more oblique form) made their way into the General
Scholium, thus demonstrating that this document contains antitrinitarian argumentation. The
evidence behind this syllogism, and the conclusion itself, I take to be overwhelming and
incontrovertible. But I believe it is possible to be even more specific. The theology presented in
the Scholium is certainly compatible with Arianism—which taught a Supreme High God and a
lesser created god Christ—and we know from his manuscripts that the Christology at which
Newton arrived closely resembled this fourth-century doctrinal position. But there is evidence
that Newton appropriated ideas from another non-Trinitarian doctrinal tradition as well. Our first
clue comes from the pen of the fiery Calvinist divine John Edwards. In a postscript to a 1714
work against Clarke, Edwards not only accused Newton in print of attacking the Trinity in the
General Scholium, but also raised the spectre of Socinianism.89 Edwards was an old war horse
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who had long fought the infiltration of Socinian heresy into England, and it is true that he was
not coy about throwing out slanderous labels. But Edwards also knew his Socinianism well and
added substance to his charge by contending that Newton’s linguistic arguments about God in
the General Scholium, like those in Clarke’s Scripture-Doctrine, had been taken straight from
the thirteenth chapter of the Socinian Johann Crell’s De Deo et ejus attributis (Concerning God
and his attributes).90 No one has yet followed through with the implications of this allegation;
I want to argue that we must take it seriously.
We have already seen how Newton dissented from the Trinitarian view that the term God
is absolute and refers to essence, arguing instead that the word is relative and has reference to
dominion. Crell makes the very same point in chapter thirteen of his De Deo, where he writes:
because the term God . . . is fond of . . . additional clause[s] . . . which relation is
signified to the others, as when God is said to be God of this or that . . . it is
easily understood, that that term is neither by nature particular, nor does it signify
God’s essence itself . . . Why therefore is God so frequently called God of these
or those? Certainly because the term God is principally a name of power and
empire.91
This is precisely the position Newton articulates in the General Scholium. The characterization
of God as a relative word is, as Edwards noted, expounded upon in chapter thirteen of Crell’s
De Deo.92 And, as Edwards implied, so is the God of dominion.93 He also observes that Newton
shares his usage of the epithet “Supreme God” (Deus summus) in the General Scholium with not
only the Arians but also the Socinians, both of whom need to employ the qualification summus
“to distinguish the Father from the Son, who they hold to be an Inferior God”.94 But the parallels
with Socinian theology extend even further than Edwards himself insinuates. Crell discusses the
relative nature of God’s names and titles by showing, like Newton, how commonly God is called
the God of “this or that,” stating that “God alone . . . is said to be ‘powerful one,’ because He has
empire alone by himself, and indeed over all things, and whoever has power (by himself, that is),
has it either by His gift, or at least by His permission.”95 In language highly reminiscent of
Newton, Crell explains that this term “pertains first to loftiness, then to breadth of the same
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empire, because he is King of kings, Lord of the dominant, Lord of hosts, God of gods, and
finally God and head of Christ himself.”96 Crell’s final point here is crucial. Both he and Newton
want to show that only the Father is supremely and uniquely God, and that He is Himself God
of Christ—the principal antitrinitarian conclusion intended by the argument from the relative
nature of God’s titles.
The additional note that Newton added to the General Scholium in 1726 points out that
“Princes are called Gods, Psal. lxxxii. ver. 6. and John x. ver. 35. And Moses is called a God to
his brother Aaron, and a God to Pharaoh (Exod. iv. ver. 16. and vii. ver. 1).”97 This otherwise
inexplicable notion that persons other than the supreme God can be called “God” is also another
standard Socinian position that is presented in the very chapter of Crell’s De Deo identified by
Edwards.98 Moreover, three of the four proof texts Newton employed to support the argument
are also found in exactly this same chapter.99 Furthermore, the argument about false gods and
idolatry is also virtually identical to what we find in another of Crell’s writings.100 Thus, even
after being accused of Socinianism, Newton added to the third edition of the General Scholium
further ideas that resemble Socinian teachings. These parallels are too close for this to be a
coincidence.101 Nor does the fact that Newton does not appear to have possessed a copy of
Crell’s De Deo argue against this. His close friend and neighbour Samuel Clarke had at least one
copy of the Bibliotheca Fratrum Polonorum, which included the work.102 Even without Crell’s
De Deo, both the theological reasoning and the constellation of biblical texts are all Socinian
topoi typical of their hermeneutical profile.103 Edwards was right: there is Socinianism in the
General Scholium.104
Other evidence helps confirm what Edwards suspected. Newton began no later than 1690
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an engagement with Socinian theology that was to last for the rest of his life.105 The Socinians
were the leading and most intellectual antitrinitarian movement of the seventeenth century, and
it is thus not surprising to find that Newton exhibited an interest in their views. In 1689 Newton
began a series of theological exchanges with John Locke, whose intense interest in Socinianism
is established and whose collection of Sociniana—totalling no less than forty-three works—is
remarkable for its size and scope. He also had access to the excellent collection of Socinian
works held at Trinity College.106 Newton himself owned at least eight Socinian books, along with
another three Socinian-influenced titles by Transylvanian Unitarian György Enyédi, German
Arian Christopher Sand and English Unitarian John Biddle.107 As late as 1726 Newton both met
with and patronized the communicant Polish Brother Samuel Crell. And parallels with Socinian
theology abound in Newton’s private manuscripts. Newton’s interest in Socinianism thus may
not have been limited to appropriating attractive antitrinitarian argumentation. Socinianism was
a full doctrinal system and other distinctive and often unorthodox theological beliefs formed an
integral part of the theological rationale, including mortalism, the denial of the eternity of hell
fire, believers’ baptism, the separation of church and state, irenicism and the advocacy of
religious toleration. All these elements occur in Newton’s thought. Further stunning analogies
with Socinianism exist in Newton’s view of Church history, his antitrinitarian textual criticism
and his scriptural hermeneutics. None of this proves that Newton derived his thoughts on every
one of these teachings directly from Socinian texts, as opposed to independent study. What is
certain is that no other Christian doctrinal tradition—including Arianism—more closely matched
Newton’s whole belief system. Put another way, Newton and the Socinians shared a common
theological ethos.
I present this additional background detail because I am aware some may be reticent to
accept the claim that Socinian (or, even more generally, antitrinitarian) hermeneutics underpin
the General Scholium, and that they do so in a deliberate way. It will thus be important to
examine the alternatives. One option, to argue that Newton was not an antitrinitarian at all, is no
longer tenable with the availability of the private manuscripts.108 In any case, Newton was an
astute theologian and would hardly have dared to present ideas he knew would be taken as
antitrinitarian if he was not thoroughly committed to them. Another possibility is that he was so
used to thinking in non-Trinitarian modes of thought, that he was actually not conscious that he
had presented unorthodox theology in this public document. There are a number of serious
difficulties with this proposal. First, the fastidious Newton, who characteristically wrote out draft
after draft of his writings in order to get his wording just right, was not prone to verbal slips. The
five surviving drafts of the General Scholium show that this document was no exception. He was
also well aware of the dangers of articulating heresy openly. That much is made clear by his lifelong Nicodemite stance. Furthermore, the deliberateness of Newton’s writing is underscored by
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his addition of an antitrinitarian note to the 1726 edition, even after the document’s
Socinianesque language had been exposed by Edwards. I take the strongest alternative
explanation to be the possibility that there is not a shred of Socinianism (strictly construed) in
the Scholium, but that the antitrinitarian ideas expressed therein are informed by
Arianism—nothing more, nothing less. While it is certainly true that it is not always easy to
distinguish between Arian and Socinian apologetics, there stands against this possibility at least
four objections. First, Newton owned and read Socinian books, and was thus familiar with their
theology. Second, closer parallels with at least some of the ideas in the Scholium (such as the
relativity of the term “God”) are to be found in Socinian writings of the seventeenth-century,
than in the Arian treatises of the fourth. Third, it was possible for a well-informed contemporary
theologian like Edwards to identify Socinian content. Fourth, leading historian of Arianism
Maurice Wiles has concluded that Newton’s Christology is a mixture of both Arian and Socinian
strands.109 Finally, one could argue that it is possible that the analogies with Socinianism are
purely coincidental and derive exclusively from Newton’s own considerable independent
theological research. But even if this long shot were true (Newton believed in a vacuum, but did
not live in one), what appreciable difference would there be between what is (and what was seen
to be) at least functionally Socinian, if not also genetically so? The argumentation in this case
would occupy a place theologically equivalent to Socinianism, this theology would in turn
continue to be unequivocally antitrinitarian and we still come back to the original conclusion:
the General Scholium to Newton’s Principia is a heretical document through and through.
Natural philosophy, theology and the “flow of influence”
It is one thing to discuss the character of the theology of the concluding appendix to Newton’s
greatest work on natural philosophy, but quite another to demonstrate linkages between this
distinctive theology and his natural philosophy. Scholars of Newton in the past have considered
a range of possibilities: that Newton kept his natural philosophy and theology separate, that
“influence” flowed primarily from his natural philosophy to his theology, that the reverse
dynamic was mostly true, that cross-fertilization occurred or that both Newton’s theology and
natural philosophy were part of a broader, common project.110 Richard Westfall opted for the
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second scenario and, after stating that he was not convinced that Newton’s theology had made
any significant impact on his natural philosophy, wrote that “we are more likely to find the flow
of influence moving from science, the rising enterprise, toward theology, the old and (as we
know from hindsight) fading one.”111 Newton, of course, did not enjoy the advantage of this
present-centred hindsight. In another place, Westfall reiterates his claim that Newton’s theology
did not influence his natural philosophy, but distinguishing between “religion” and “theology,”
concedes that “[t]he influence of his religion on his science is, I believe, universally admitted,
and I do not challenge that conclusion.” But he goes on to say:
His theology, by which I mean explicitly his Arianism and the associated
interpretation of the prophecies, is another matter. Perhaps we can find echoes of
the Arian God in the Pantocrator of the “General Scholium,” but this leaves us
still on such a high level of generality that it tells us very little. If we want to
descend to the details of Newton’s science, as it is found in the Principia and the
Opticks, I am unable to trace any line of influence that has substance.112
It is surprising that a scholar who had such an intimate knowledge of Newton’s theological
manuscripts could arrive at such an conclusion. With the theology of the Scholium further
clarified by Newton’s private papers, along with the added evidence of affinities with
Socinianism,113 all of which provides a more precise understanding of the theology of the
General Scholium, we are prepared to revisit Westfall’s conclusion.
Taking Westfall’s division between “religion” and “theology” to refer to a distinction
between the widely-held natural philosophical commitments and devotion to the study of Nature
on the one hand, and that of dogmatic theology (both generally biblicist and specifically
unitarian) on the other, our present concern is mainly with the latter. While it may make less
sense to speak of natural theology impacting natural philosophy at a time when natural
theological presuppositions were already integral to both the concepts and culture of natural
philosophy, the further we depart from natural theology in the direction of theology proper, and
especially when we arrive at highly unconventional theology, the more it becomes justifiable to
prioritize the impact of the one field upon the other. The difference here is between internal
coexisting dynamics that are (and are almost always) part of the same mix, and external, variable
and independently existing ideas that have the potential to be used to shape in distinctive ways
from the outside. In discussing the ways in which Newton’s distinctive theology related to his
natural philosophy, I want to contend not merely for the weak argument of similarity of style and
coincidence of method, but also for the strong argument that interpenetration existed at a
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fundamental level between the cognitive content of the theological and natural philosophical
features of Newton’s grand study.114 That his theology should sometimes inform his natural
philosophy should not strike us, a priori, as a surprising dynamic for an age in which studies of
God’s Word and Works had not yet bifurcated to the extent they would in later years.115 Newton
moves freely between areas of thought we today would label and demarcate as religious,
philosophical and scientific. Still, it is always easier to give assent to the plausibility of
interaction than to demonstrate it conclusively with actual cases. In what follows, I will begin
with examples that support the weak argument and then move on to discuss the evidence for the
strong argument.
The hermeneutics of Scripture and Nature
Moving through the same layers of increasing specificity found in the General Scholium that
range from natural theology to antitrinitarianism, we will examine the question of interaction and
impact. As Westfall’s comments above imply, few today would doubt that Newton’s advocacy
of the design argument and his belief in God played an active role in his natural philosophy. For
this reason, we need not be long detained with this first layer, other than to note that these
commitments would have served to provide a powerful motivation for Newton to search out the
wonders of Creation as a high priest of nature.116 More needs to be said, however, when we come
to scriptural interpretation. Some recent scholars have pointed to analogies between Newton’s
biblical hermeneutics and his natural philosophical methodology.117 Here Newton’s four “Rules
of reasoning in philosophy” are important. In Rules II and III, Newton argues for the unity of
phenomena in Nature and that one infers general principles from the observation of specifics.118
For example, in Book III of his Principia, Newton famously demonstrates that lunar motion
obeys the inverse-square law, and then, applying Rules I, II, III and IV, goes on to extrapolate
from this specific case a general principle that applies to all planetary motion—universal
gravitation.119 This is roughly analogous to one of Newton’s fundamental principles of scriptural
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hermeneutics, in which one works outward from passages that are easily understood to induce
the meaning of the more ambiguous texts. In an important prophetic manuscript from the 1670s,
Newton lays down several “Rules of Interpretation” intended to determine “when an
interpretation is genuine & of two interpretations which is the best.”120 Similarly, in his
antitrinitarian “Two notable corruptions” of 1690, Newton declared that “in disputable places”
of Scripture he loved “to take up wth what I can best understand.”121
A desire for simplicity is also found in Newton’s reading of Nature, and he writes in
Rules I and III that “Nature is pleas’d with simplicity” and “wont to be simple.”122 Now
recognized as common motifs in the history of science, the desire for simplicity and the principle
of parsimony also manifest themselves in Newton’s scriptural studies when he contends for these
ideals against a backdrop of corrupting and complicating influences from philosophy and
metaphysics.123 Newton wrote that “[t]he human race is prone to mysteries, and holds nothing
so holy and perfect as that which cannot be understood . . . It is the concern of theologians that
the conception [of God] be made as easy and reasonable as possible.”124 Like Galileo before him,
Newton believed that the Scriptures are reasonable and composed in the tongue of the vulgar.125
Thus, there is an expectation that the Bible is written in plain and lucid language. Newton’s
professed desire to avoid introducing hypotheses in natural philosophy aligns with his suspicion
about infusing metaphysics into Scripture. Newton sought a certain method of interpretation for
the study of biblical prophecy so that the “ye liberty of wresting it to private imaginations [might]
+be, cut of.”126 He also contended that one should “prefer +chose, [sic] those interpretations wch
are most according to ye litterall meaning of the scriptures.”127 Newton would admit no
conjectures in theology: “The first Principles of the Christian religion are founded, not on
disputable conclusions opinions or conjectures or +on, humane sanctions, but on the express
words of Christ & his Apostles.”128 Here strict biblicism sounds a lot like strict empiricism.
These were, of course, methodological ideals, so the fact that Newton did not always hold to
them in no way detracts from what should now be obvious: Newton employed similar strategies
in his interpretation of the Books of Scripture and Nature.
Newton was also conscious that such interaction existed in his own work. In outlining
a series of principles for the exegesis of biblical prophecy in the 1670s, he offers an implicit
affirmation to this effect when comparing the interpretation of Scripture with that of Nature.
Beginning with a variation on Ockham’s razor, he states that it is important
To prefer +choose, those interpretations +constructions, wch without straining
reduce things to the greatest simplicity . . . Truth is ever to be found in simplicity,
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& not in ye multiplicity & confusion of things. As ye world, wch to ye naked eye
exhibits the greatest variety of objects, appears very simple in its internall
constitution when surveyed by a philosophic understanding, & so much ye
simpler by how much the better it is understood, so it is in these visions. It is ye
perfection of all God’s works that they are all done wth ye greatest simplicity. He
is ye God of order & not confusion. And therefore as they that would understand
ye frame of ye world must indeavour to reduce their knowledg to all possible
simplicity, so it must be in seeking to understand these visions.129
In this analogy, God guarantees that both Scripture and Nature can be understood by the human
mind. What is more, both God’s Word and God’s Works were given and made in such a way that
they are at the fundamental level simple and uncomplicated, and thus both should be approached
with the same method. While the pervasiveness of the parsimony principle in the history of
science allows for the possibility that what we are seeing here is cross-fertilization or even the
impact of natural philosophy on theology, the pivotal link for Newton in this place at least is not
some philosophical abstraction of parsimony, but the “ye God of order” Who ensures that this
is so.
Over a decade later, in the first edition of the Principia, Newton makes another deliberate
association between scriptural hermeneutics and natural philosophical method. In the Scholium
to his Definitions at the beginning of his work, Newton distinguishes between absolute and
relative time, space, place and motion. He concludes that “relative quantities, are not the
quantities themselves, whose names they bear, but those sensible measures of them.” He goes
on to say: “if the meaning of words is to be determin’d by their use; then by the names Time,
Space, Place and Motion, their [sensible] measures are properly to be understood; and the
expression will be unusual, and purely Mathematical, if the measured quantities themselves are
meant.”130 At this point Newton brings in the analogy of scriptural hermeneutics:
Upon which account, they do strain the Sacred Writings [sacris literis], who there
interpret those words for the measur’d quantities. Nor do those less defile the
purity of Mathematical and Philosophical Truths, who confound real quantities
themselves with their relations and vulgar measures.131
Thus, as early as 1687 Newton employed similar arguments about the need to distinguish the
relative from the absolute in Nature as he did twenty-six years later with respect to the term
“God” in his General Scholium. And this must not be taken as evidence that his theological
analysis eventually caught up with his natural philosophy in 1713, for already in 1687 he is
making clear that what applies in natural philosophy also applies in biblical exegesis. For
Newton, there was no epistemic wall dividing the study of God from that of His Creation.
It is possible to identify further analogies. As I demonstrated above, Newton was most
unhappy with the intrusion of metaphysical concerns into revealed doctrine. He also pointedly
denied that “we have any idea of the substance of God,” but rather that we know him only
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through his attributes, acts and final causes.132 Newton appears to be using his professed
nescience of the ontology of God in part to prepare the way for what he says in the very next
paragraph. Responding to the accusation that he had introduced “occult qualities” into his
physics by not identifying a cause for gravity, Newton declared: “I frame no hypotheses. For
whatever is not deduc’d from phænomena, is to be called an hypothesis; and hypotheses, whether
metaphysical or physical, whether of occult qualities or mechanical, have no place in
experimental philosophy.”133 Biblical doctrine, too, was to be derived directly and expressly from
the revealed Word.134 Newton would admit no conjectures in theology: “The first Principles of
the Christian religion are founded, not on disputable conclusions opinions or conjectures or +on,
humane sanctions, but on the express words of Christ & his Apostles.”135 “It is not enough to say
that an article of faith may be deduced from scripture,” Newton once wrote, “[i]t must be exprest
in the +very, form of sound words in wch it was delivered by the Apostles . . . ffor men are apt to
+vary, dispute, and run into partings about deductions.” “All the old Heresies lay in deductions,”
Newton concluded, “the true faith was in the text.”136 Inspired text or natural phenomena,
Newton claimed that he would no more speculate about the nature of God than he would about
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the cause of gravity.137 Instead, he was content to deal with the text and the effects; put another
way, he wanted to focus on function and phenomenon, not essence and substance.138 The
unskilled handling of metaphysics and absolutes—especially by the vulgar—Newton knew, led
to distortions and disputes. Just as Christianity became corrupt when theologians unwisely
ventured into discussions of substance, so had natural philosophy. This phenomenalist ideal, in
turn, provides insight into Newton’s motivations for engaging in experimental philosophy: one
learned of God from “the appearances of things” and by observing active powers at work, not
through the vain hypotheses of Descartes or the dark metaphysics of Leibniz.139 Herein therefore
lies another pervasive feature of Newton’s thought: in both theology and natural philosophy,
appearance rather than substance was to be the focus of inquiry.
Newton’s God and his natural philosophy
With these powerful examples established, we can move beyond striking parallels and unity of
method to identify ways in which Newton’s distinctive theology may have helped shape his view
of Nature. First, Newton’s voluntarism and fervent faith in a God of dominion find prominent
places in his natural philosophy. Newton’s God is continually active and constantly in control
exercising His will over Creation, very much unlike the detached God of the Deists or Leibniz’s
Intelligentia Supramundana. The conception of God’s supreme Lordship and dominion
underpins Newton’s powerful sense of God’s unlimited duration and presence, which Newton
in turn explicitly identifies as coextensive with his natural philosophical notions of absolute time
and space.140 Also, his expectations of discovering simplicity and order in Creation were based
on a belief in a God of order Who made things that way. The same God was the Author of both
the Books of Nature and Scripture, and thus both were not only consistent with each other, but
this very consistency meant that both could be approached with the same methods and
expectations. More than this, Newton’s specifically non-Trinitarian faith in the unity of God
ensured for him unity within Creation. As Newton had said, the stars (and, by implication, the
rest of Creation) “must all be subject to the dominion of One.”141 Both God’s Oneness and His
absolute dominion ensure the unity of His Word and Works, and thus guarantee that one can
infer general principles from specifics—whether scriptural teaching or natural phenomena. In
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these cases the theological beliefs come first and as presuppositions play an important role in
helping to inform and shape the natural philosophy. But there is more. As Manuel has astutely
commented, in Newton’s view there was in history a direct relationship between idolatrous
polytheism (and Newton believed Trinitarianism to be such) and corrupt natural philosophy.142
For Newton, polytheism was opposed to natural philosophy precisely “because it accepted the
idea of contrary and contradictory causes in nature which it associated with false gods.”143 And
thus Newton held to his own heterodox variant of the agenda of the “two reformations”—that
radical (and related) reform was needed in both theology and natural philosophy.144 In both cases,
this reform involved the recovery of the prisca sapientia—the original, primitive religion and
the ancient knowledge of natural philosophy and mathematics.145 All ancient wisdom had
become corrupt, and Newton was determined to restore its pristine purity. Without question,
Newton’s studies of Scripture and Nature interacted in ways that were at once rhetorical,
methodological and prescriptive. Here it is important to note both that Newton’s heterodox
conception of God came before the first edition of his Principia,146 and that some of the
principles of biblical exegesis that align so closely with his natural philosophical methods were
in place as early as the 1670s.
But surely the most powerful evidence for interaction is the General Scholium itself.
Newton’s daring attack in this document on corrupt Trinitarian theology exposed—in a covert
way—his two aims for the Principia.147 In the Scholium we see the integration of Newton’s
natural philosophy with his heretical theology operating at a profound level. We also see the antiCartesian stance of the Principia’s General Scholium (and the revised Book II) conjoined with
an assault on Newton’s other wicked hypothesizers, the homoousians. The presentation of
antitrinitarianism—now further clarified as tinged with Socinian argumentation—in the
Scholium, along with the integral role the Creator God of dominion played in Newton’s
theology, should cause us to question Westfall’s conclusion that Newton’s heterodox theology
did not help shape his natural philosophy. The testimony we have for sources of some of
Newton’s more distinctive theological ideas, whose derivation is independent of his natural
philosophy, helps tip the balance in favour of at least some theological priority. The evidence
presented in this paper suggests that Newton’s theological concerns (both those he shared with
his contemporaries and those he did not) made a not insignificant impact on both the
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methodological and cognitive dimensions of his natural philosophy.148 But we need not speculate
about whether Newton himself thought it appropriate to include God in the endeavour of natural
philosophy. As he himself forcefully concludes the theological portion of the General Scholium:
“to treat of God from phenomena is certainly a part of natural philosophy.”149
There is one final important association between Newton’s theology and his natural
philosophy. Newton was adamant that in religion and philosophy the more difficult truths were
to be handled only by the mature, experienced and adept. Drawing his basic framework for this
from Hebrews 5, Newton made a firm distinction between “milk for babes” and “meat for
elders.”150 This distinction is similar to the Erasmian division between fundamenta
(fundamentals) and adiaphora (indifferent things), but with one important difference: for
Newton the “meat” was by no means indifferent. For Newton the first concerned the minimum
doctrine required by all during catechetical instruction before baptism; the latter related to the
more profound doctrines that one advanced to through skill and election. Here we see Newton’s
belief in the existence of a minority, remnant class. In matters of faith, he did not believe that “all
that call themselves Christians” would understand, but that only “a remnant, a few scattered
persons which God hath chosen . . . as Daniel hath said that ye wise shall understand, so he hath
said also that none of ye wicked shall understand.”151 There is an evident synonymy between
Newton’s theological belief in the remnant and his philosophical notion of the adept, for he also
intended the higher meanings of his natural philosophy only for the cognoscenti. John Conduitt
records the following revealing exchange:
Mr Machin said to Sr I. N when courses of experiments were first in vogue what
a pity it was that when people had a demonstration by Geometry they should trust
to their senses wch might be deceived, upon wch Sir Isaac said he had first proved
his inventions by Geometry & only made use of experiments to make them
intelligible & convince the vulgar.152
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While Newton’s comment may contain more than a little bravado, he also articulated a similar
sentiment when he told William Derham that “to avoid being baited by little Smatterers in
Mathematicks . . . he designedly made his Principia abstruse; but +yet so as, to be understood by
able Mathematicians.”153
But it is not only Newton’s theological remnant that mirrors the philosophical adept, for
it is evident that Newton’s division of the absolute and the relative also applies to both his
theology and natural philosophy. As shown above, Newton applied the distinction between
absolute and relative to the interpretation of Scripture. He discussed these issues in a more
revealing manner in an unpublished series of definitions that follow his tract De Motu. These
comments represent a more explicit version of the above-cited material on the Sacred Scriptures
from the Scholium to the introductory Definitions to the Principia. It is interesting to see Newton
move with ease “between” natural philosophy and theology, intellectual fields he clearly did not
view as separate spheres:
it has been necessary to distinguish absolute and relative quantities carefully from
each other because all phenomena may depend on absolute quantities, but
ordinary people who do not know how to abstract their thoughts from the senses
always speak of relative quantities, to such an extent that it would be absurd for
either scholars or even Prophets to speak otherwise in relation to them. Thus both
the Sacred Scripture and the writings of Theologians must always be understood
as referring to relative quantities, and a person would be labouring under a crass
prejudice if on this basis he stirred up arguments about absolute [changed to
philosophical] notions of natural things.154
Similarly, Newton believed that the ancients “practised a two-fold philosophy, sacred and vulgar:
the Philosophers handed down the sacred to their disciples through types and riddles, while the
Orators recorded the vulgar openly and in a popular style.”155 Absolute qualities, then, are not
for the masses. For Newton this includes mathematical truth, the substance of God and the
primary cause of gravity.156 It even applies to his religious life, as he only revealed those aspects
of his beliefs (natural theology, biblicism, church attendance) associated with “milk,” but hid the
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“meat” (the higher truths of his heresy) from the prying eyes of the incompetent public.157 This
epistemological dualism between relative and absolute, open and closed, public and private,
vulgar and philosophical, experiment and theory, and milk and meat permeates every major area
of Newton’s thought.158
Newton’s rhetorical strategy for the General Scholium is brilliant. The two positions he
wanted everyone to understand (natural theology and anti-deism) he made absolutely clear. But
for the rest, access was restricted. Even an able intimate like Cotes appears to have advanced
only as far as the God of dominion. A measure of the success of Newton’s policy is seen in that
everyone who knew the later editions of the Principia also understood the central place Newton
gave God (even, famously, Napoleon), but it has taken years of historical research and literary
archaeology for specialist scholars working with previously inaccessible manuscripts to begin
to unravel the layered encoding and identify the subtextual elements. This literary archaeology
is made necessary by Newton’s style of composition, in which he hides his hermeneutical
analysis in the General Scholium, just as he deliberately hid much of the mathematical analysis
in the rest of the Principia—which is the main reason why so many contemporaries found the
book so hard to read.159 Thus we return to the Russian doll model. Newton begins the theological
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section of the General Scholium with the generalities of natural theology, an “open” aspect of
the document that brought the widest range of concord and support,160 taking in not only all
Christians, but Deists as well. But after setting out the argument from Design Newton draws the
reader in to successively narrower creeds, through belief in the God of the Bible, to
antitrinitarian conceptions and on to specialized antitrinitarian positions held only by a tiny
minority in his day. At each new layer, different categories of readers either find themselves out
of their depth or withdraw their assent until only a small group of adepts remain—the remnant.
It should now be obvious that the General Scholium is itself constructed with exoteric
and esoteric strata.161 Confirmation that the division between “milk” and “meat” applied within
the General Scholium is found in Newton’s “Irenicum,” where he specifically states that
discussions of the relations that define names are only fit for “men of riper years.”162 This
additional insight resolves the implied contradiction between Newton’s apparent desire to preach
and his efforts to limit access to his meaning.163 The genius of the General Scholium is that it can
operate at two levels that correspond to the open and closed, the exoteric and esoteric, the
relative and absolute. The treatment of natural theology, along with the centrality of the active
and willful God of Israel, demonstrated to both opponents and allies alike that the physics of the
Principia was consistent with revealed religion. This served Newton’s public ends. But the
attack on corrupt Trinitarian hermeneutics and wayward natural philosophy revealed the true
faith to both perceptive apostates and fellow members of the remnant. This served Newton’s
private aims. The deeper meanings of the General Scholium were not meant for everyone.164
This, along with the need for circumspection in matters of religious heterodoxy, helps explain
that while Newton’s intentions for this concise yet powerful manifesto of his natural philosophy
and theology were conscious, deliberate and calculated, it was only in a coded and almost
subversive manner that he revealed them to all (who could understand).
Pre-publication version of Stephen D. Snobelen, “‘God of gods, and Lord of lords’: the theology
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